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Title word cross-reference

$ [Sha23b], (Q,r) [OOSM18]. $109.95
[Has18]. $135.00 [Lip21a], $139.95 [Sta21],
$150.00 [Cho22a]. 2 [EN11, Grö14b], 2 \times 2
[ILS11]. 3 [GGK10, LPLPD14], $34.95
[Ree19]. $38.95 [Joh20]. 4 [Asq14, HWY18].
$44.95 [Hou07], $47.96 [Peb21], $49.95
[Ree19]. $50.99 [Sha21c], $54.95 [Ben21].
$59.95 [Cho22a], $63.96 [Lip22], $69.95
[Put06, Sta05, Vie11], $74.21 [Sha23a],
$74.94 [Cox05], $79.95
[Ben21, Lip20b, Pet02, Sab19]. $85
[Ano03b]. $89.95 [Kel10, Lum08], $94.94
[Mal21]. $95.00 [Aji17], $99.95
[Lee21, Len20, Lip20a, Lip21c, Liu18, Ree19, Sha23b, Lip21b]. = [Sar06]. 2 [Sar06]. α

[LPLPD14, dVSWAL17]. · [Sar06]. b
[HBA19]. K [KSBZ16, PG15, Lei10]. L
[Asq14]. μ [CBHLG21]. n [HMR +13]. p
[MF15]. R [QZLP21], s [HJM08]. t
[AHV10, HJM08, ML13], x [Sta08]. z
[HJM08].

-function [PG15]. -Gram [HMR +13].
- Level [Grö14b]. -Means [KSBZ16].
-Modes [Lei10]. -moments [Asq14].
- Parameter [HWY18, Asq14]. -Shape
[LPLPD14]. -squared [QZLP21]. -Stable
dVSWAL17].

. [Lip22].

//www.amherst.edu/ [Grö15a].
//www.crcpress.com/9781498709576
[Grö16]. //www.crcpress.com/9781498711548
[Gle16a]. //www.crcpress.com/9781498712361
[Kha16]. //www.imperial.ac.uk/bio/research/crawly/sta
[Iac15]. //www.springer.com/9783319140926
[Hof15]. /2021 [Lee21].

0 [Abr97, Cox05, Dal98, Har03, Orm17, Pet02, Phu01, Til96]. 0-387-40081-8
[Phu01]. 0-387-98814-9 [Har03]. 0-412-56310-X [Til96]. 0-8493-7168-6
[Pet02].

1 [Abr97, Hou07, Lip20b, Lum08, Mai21, Pod18, Put06, SS18a, Sta05].
1-58488-408-8 [Sta05]. 1-58488-425-8
[Put06]. 1-58488-450-9 [Hou07]. 1-58488-619-6 [Lum08]. 1-58488-962-4
[All86]. 1st [Bia94, Sau10, Sau11, Sau12].

2 [Cho22a, Dal98, Num20, Sab19, SS18b]. 2.0 [GK16]. 2.0.0 [HL04]. 2.1.0 [HL05].
2011-04-13 [R D11a, R D11c, R D11d, R D11e, R D11f, R D11g]. 2019
[For20, Pet19]. 20th [Ano95a]. 21 [MN03]. 224pp [Ree19]. 242 [IDE15]. 256pp
[Ree19]. 25th [DO94]. 2608 [MN03]. 2nd
[Ano09a, Ano10, Ano12a, Ano12b, Bos09, CH11b, Cox05, Dem17, DN17, Edd09a,
Gal17, GR18, Grö15a, Hel15, Hel18, Hew05, Joh09, KK99, Kha17, Len20, Lor18, Lu18,
Mai18, Mai21, RE18]. 3 [Len20, Rui17]. 33487 [Sha23a]. 390
[Wan22]. 3rd
[Ano08, Lum08, MG20, San10a].
4 [Cap19, Sta97a, Sta97b, Sta97c]. 4.
[Phu01]. 4.0 [DCB+17]. 4.5
[Ano98, Gen98, Mat98, Sta99]. 423pp
[Ree19]. 426 [Esk21]. 460 [Fus22]. 4th
[Ta21].

5 [Len20, Rui17]. 531
[Sha23a].

6 [Has18, Lip20a, Lip21a, Lum08, Peb21, Pet02]. 68 [IDE15].

7 [Hac17, Liu18, Rob17, Sha21c]. 711
[Das21]. 77 [GH18, GHN19].

8 [Cox05, Joh20, Put06, Sta05].

9 [Cur18, Har03, Hou07, Mai21, Sta21, Ree19, Hu21]. 95 [LS05]. 978
[Ano16, Cap19, Cho22a, Cur18, Die21, Hac17, Has18, Joh20, Kel10, Len20, Lip20a,
Lip20b, Lip21a, Liu18, Mai21, Mai21, Num20, Orm17, Pet18, Pod18, Pod21, Rob17, Rui17,
Sab19, Sha21c, Sta21, Vie11, Ree19, Hu21]. 978-0-19-872906-8 [Ree19].

978-0-19-878784-6 [Ree19]. 978-0-36-756995-2 [Cho22a].
978-0-367-35798-6 [Lip20a].
978-0-367-40982-1 [Lip20b].
978-0-367-73432-9 [Hu21].
978-0-367-81889-0 [Lip21c].
978-0-429-06666-5 [Lee21].
978-1-00-310027-0 [Cho22a].
978-1-032-04174-2 [Lip22].
978-1-032-15373-5 [Sha23b].
978-1-032-15374-2 [Lee21].
978-1-032-23399-9 [Pod18].
978-1-032-38798-6 [Lip21a].
978-1-032-38799-4 [Iac15].
978-1-032-38881-7 [Hel15].
978-1-107-15075-1 [Joh20].
978-1-107-15076-9 [Die21].
978-1-107-91409-6 [Hac17].
978-1-138-35933-8 [Sta21].
978-1-138-62691-1 [Ben21].
978-1-138-63197-7 [Hac17].
978-1-138-917-49-9 [Tsu21].
978-1-138-911-13-6 [Peb21].
978-1-215-21266-1 [Ben21].
978-1-439-87889-9 [Cur18].
978-1-439-88538-3 [Lee21].
978-1-442-24992-9 [Aji21].
978-1-46-65532-3 [Len20].
978-1-4665-0225-3 [Rao14].
978-1-4665-1585-7 [Sha21c].
978-1-4822-3736-8 [Glo15a].
978-1-4822-4936-1 [Oli17].
978-1-4822-5344-3 [Rui17].
978-1-4822-5383-2 [Lui18].
978-1-4939-1701-3 [Mat15].
978-1-4939-8853-2 [Num20].
978-1-4987-0957-6 [Glo16].
978-1-4987-1154-8 [Gle16a].
978-1-4987-1236-1 [Kha16].
978-1-4987-2096-0 [Orm17].
978-1-4987-2448-7 [Lin18].
978-1-4987-3422-6 [Has18].
978-1-4987-7013-2 [Sab19].
978-1-4987-7571-7 [Kie17, Rob17].
978-1-4987-8185-5 [Pod21].
978-1-4987-8905-9 [Ree19].
978-1-58488-087-5 [Vie11].
978-1-58488-962-5 [Kel10].
978-1-59327-651-5 [Ano16].
978-3-030-56484-1 [Mai21].
978-3-319-14092-6 [Ze16].
978-3-319-14435-1 [Rus15].
978-3-319-23446-5 [How16b].
978-3-319-23882-1 [Mat16a].
978-3-319-72346-4 [Cap19].
978-81-322-2339-9 [Hof15].
9781493917013 [Mat15]. 9781498709576 [Grö16]. 9781498711548 [Gle16a].
9781498712361 [Kha16]. 9783319140926 [Ze16]. 9783319144351 [Rus15].
9783319234458 [How16b].
9783319238821 [Mat16a]. 9788132223399 [Hof15]. 99.99 [Tu21]. 9th [HI97].

= [CCP+11].

A. [Ano08, Ano09c, Ber10]. Absence
[FM08]. Absolute [Bel19]. abstract
[KMMV14]. Abstraction [BLM+15].
Abundance [Fie12, FC11]. Accelerated
[CKY14, HXY12]. Accelerating [ES14].
Acceptance [CC11, Cho22a, Kie08].
AcceptanceSampling [Kie08].
accessibility [Aji17, Fri16]. accessible
[CPB+23, FAM+20]. Accessing [DC09].
accounting [Cad13]. accumulated [Alb19].
Accuracy [NAA17, AY22, AGM07].
Accurate [AGM07]. Achim [Mye09, Sco09].
ACM [The99]. Acoustic [OS95, HCSH15].
Acquiring [Grö18a]. across [GW18]. ACS
[Gle16b]. action [Kab11, Edd12b]. Active
[dLHM09, HCSH15]. actuar [DPG08].
Actuarial
[Cha15b, Dur15, DGP08, Spe13, NB13]. ada
[CJM06]. adabag [AGG13]. Adams
[Lip21b]. Adaptive [AHvD09, Cha08b, DHM11, MR12, MMB15, MJGM10, PT07, PT09, WLK08, ZS17, Ros07, SA15, SGPSzC22, Hu09, Kel10, O’B08, Rob09].
Add [SH17]. Additional [CFISR15, Den16].
Additive
[AC07, BKL05, Chi07, GR18, Han06a, HC05, KV13, LC10, Mai06, Rob07, Sch11, Sta07b,}

A. [Ano08, Ano09c, Ber10]. Absence
[FM08]. Absolute [Bel19]. abstract
[KMMV14]. Abstraction [BLM+15].
Abundance [Fie12, FC11]. Accelerated
[CKY14, HXY12]. Accelerating [ES14].
Acceptance [CC11, Cho22a, Kie08].
AcceptanceSampling [Kie08].
accessibility [Aji17, Fri16]. accessible
[CPB+23, FAM+20]. Accessing [DC09].
accounting [Cad13]. accumulated [Alb19].
Accuracy [NAA17, AY22, AGM07].
Accurate [AGM07]. Achim [Mye09, Sco09].
ACM [The99]. Acoustic [OS95, HCSH15].
Acquiring [Grö18a]. across [GW18]. ACS
[Gle16b]. action [Kab11, Edd12b]. Active
[dLHM09, HCSH15]. actuar [DPG08].
Actuarial
[Cha15b, Dur15, DGP08, Spe13, NB13]. ada
[CJM06]. adabag [AGG13]. Adams
[Lip21b]. Adaptive [AHvD09, Cha08b, DHM11, MR12, MMB15, MJGM10, PT07, PT09, WLK08, ZS17, Ros07, SA15, SGPSzC22, Hu09, Kel10, O’B08, Rob09].
Add [SH17]. Additional [CFISR15, Den16].
Additive
[AC07, BKL05, Chi07, GR18, Han06a, HC05, KV13, LC10, Mai06, Rob07, Sch11, Sta07b,}
TYH+14, Tsa10, ÜS10, Unw11, Unw12a].

Analysis
[Unw15, Uti05, VM09a, VR99, Ver18, WLH+18, WHK21, WTB+15, WS11, WM14, Wic09, WG10, Wil14a, WGE17, Yu12, YL17, ZQS16, Zie05, dL05b, dLM09c, dWFP11, vda07, vda12, Agr13, ACG+16, Ano05b, ATCA20, BFA14, BC85a, Bee13, Beh04, Beh05, Beh12, Bos09, Bos12, BA97, Bro12, BG96, Cal06, Car04, Car14, CCKT83, Cha99, CP11b, CP13, Che22, CRP13, CPB23, Cot13, Cra02, CCP+11, DJS+18, Dra12, DTDd19, Eve05, EH11, For20, GCS14, GS19, HKS08, HH04, HN09, HK11, How17, HRC20, HLP11, Kab11, Kec10, KC14a, Kon04, LB12a, LLM+20, LBL+21, MB03, Mir14, MPV12, MCSAGB20, Mur05, Nie14, PL23, Pal15b, Par15a, PCAS09, PG20, PW18, RFGD08, RD03, Rup11a, SVM+17, Sch08, Sch17b, Sha22b, Sha12, Sha19, Sha20, Shi16].

Analysis
[SS06, SS11, SA20, Sta05, Tei22, Tie09, Tsa13, Tsa14b, Tuk77, Tur12, VS02, Wun13, Eve05, EH11, For20, GCS14, GS19, HKS08, HH04, HN09, HK11, How17, HRC20, HLP11, Kab11, Kec10, KC14a, Kon04, LB12a, LLM+20, LBL+21, MB03, Mir14, MPV12, MCSAGB20, Mur05, Nie14, PL23, Pal15b, Par15a, PCAS09, PG20, PW18, RFGD08, RD03, Rup11a, SVM+17, Sch08, Sch17b, Sha22b, Sha12, Sha19, Sha20, Shi16].

Analysts
[Tav17].

Analytical
[MBM18].

Analytics
[Cap19, Lan17a, Lip22, Mye12a, Otn17, Pod18, Scol3a, Cha15a, Lan14a, Mill5a, PK12, RN17, ZMS21, Rus15].

Analyze
[EBO+13, GW18, MdUA0, BMOF17].

AnalyzefMRI
[BDdM11].

Analyzing
[Arn14, BT05, BCHY09, BKL05, CB17, DHM11, Dev09, Efl14, ERH01, GRMS11, GR16, GRD13, Gso11, Grö14b, KHR21, LZ10, LX12, MA14, Mag10, RLR11, SZ11, Sch16, SM07, Vis10, BBN10, DPD16, SGPszC22, Bau14, Cha21, Daw03, Pal15a, Zie02b].

André [Unw13b].

Andreas
[Ano03c, Ano06d, Eas03, Har03, Zie98, Zie01c].

Andrés
[Lip21c].

Andrew
[Han13a, Han98, Mai10, Mye12a, Ng11, O'B09a, Peb21, Pet19, Ree19].
MdN22, MBR11, Mwi11, ND12, NAA17, OK14, Pol11a, RAM05, Sah22, SP14a, Sav16, Sch11, Sch17c, Scu10, SD15, SWCP20, SCS13, SVCB18, SR17, Tat18, TDRD15, TMN17, Ver18, WLK08, WLH+18, WM14, XYC22, ZF15, Cha14a, Cho15, Dem17, Sha2a, VSS+17.

Cam09, Cap19, Cap22, Car10, Car16, Cha14a, Cha21, Chi11, Chi07, Cho22a, Cho15, Cho09, Cho22b, Cho20, Chr09, CH11b, Cox03, Cox05, Cur18, The99, Dal98, Das21, Dav95, Dav07, Daw03, Den17, DN17, Dem18, Den98, Dia06, Dia18, Dic12, Die21, Doe06, Doe10, Dow17, Dre19, Dur14, Dur15, Eas03, Edl09c, Edd09a, Edd09b. Book [Edd11, Edd12b, Edd12a, Edd18, Eme08, Esk11, Eva11, Eva14, Fer02, Few09, Fin11, Fle06, Fle11, For02, Fot07, Fox05a, Fri12, Fri11, Fus22, Gal17, Gep21, Gil14, Gle16a, GR18, Gou05, Gou10, Gre22, Grö11, Grö13, Grö15b, Grö15a, Grö16, Grö18a, Gro18c, Gro08, Gun06, Gut11, Hak17, Hae12, Han13b, Han13a, Han98, Har03, Har19, Har07, Has18, Hec07, Hel15, Hel16, Hel28, Hed05, Hed16, Hil06, Hil10, Hly09, Hoe09, Hof15, Hor12c, Hou07, Hou11, How16a, How16b, Hu09, Hu21, Hub11, Hiis18, IR12, Jac15, Jam96, Joh09, Joh20, Jon13, KK99, Kan13, Kel10, Kha16, Kha17, Kha18, Kim20b, Kim95, Kin20, Kle17, Ko95b, Ko95a, Kos15, Kos16, Kri20, Kuh10, Kun07, Kun10, Kun03, Lai17, Lan17b, Law02, Lazi11a, Lazi11b. Book [Lee21, Len20, Leo10, Lep14, Lew16, Lha14, Lit11, Lig09, Lip20a, Lip20b, Lip21a, Lip21b, Lip21c, Lip22, Liu15, Liu16a, Liu16b, Liu17, Liu18, Lor18, Lu18, Lud13, Lum01, Lum08, Lum02, Lun06, Lun07b, Lum07a, Lu009, Lütt11, Mac98, Mai06, Mai08, Mai09, Mai10, Mai11, Mai12, Mai14a, Mai14b, Mai21, Mai13, Mai21, Mai09, Man03, Mar11, Mar12, Mat13, Mat15, Mat16a, McG20, McN14, McN04, Mig10, Mil12, Mil10, Mor18, Mor03, Mor09, Müü16, Mun14b, Mur14, Mye09, Mye12b, Mye12a, Neu11, Neu12, Ng06, Ng09, Ng11, Nie11, Nie14, Nor08, Nor09, Nor14, Nor15, Num13, Num20, Num20, O’B08, O’B09c, O’B09a, O’B09b, O’B10, O’B12b, O’B12a, O’B13, O’B14, Oli07, Oli10b, Oli10a, Oli17, Oom10, Omm17, Otm17, Pal15a, Pan15, Par15b]. Book [Par15a, Pav16, PG20, Pob11, Pet02, Pet19, Pfa12, Pic09, Pie09, Plu01, Pod15, Pod18, Pod21, Pol09, Pol11a, Pol11c, Pol13, Put06, Qia10a, Rao14, Ree09, Rec18, Ric11, Ric19, Rip11, Rob12, Rob13, Rob19, Rob05, Rob07, Rob08, Rob09, Rob17, Ros09, Ros10b, Ros00, Rui16, Rui17, Rus15, SL09, Sab19, San10b, San10a, San11, San19, San93, SCP07, Sau10, Sau11, Sau21, Sch08, Sch09, Sco09, Sco10b, Sco10a, Sco11, Sco12, Sco13b, Sco13a, Sel17, Sen14, Sha16, Sha21a, Sha21b, Sha11, Sha19, Sha21c, Sha23a, Sha23b, She11, Sis03, Smi06, Soe10, Sö010, Sta21, Sta05, Sta07a, Sta07b, Ste11, Sto11, Str10, Suc07, Sun15, Sun16, Tat18, TIl96, Tol03, Tsa14a, Tu21, Tur12, Tus05, Tyl07, Unw11, Unw12b, Unw12a, Unw13b]. Book [Unw13a, Utl05, VM09b, VM09a, Veh13, Ven10, Vey14, Vie11, VSS+17, VL21, Vis10, Voe09, Wan06, Wan16, Wan22, Wic08b, Wic08a, WG10, Wil14a, Willa, Woo01, Woo11, Woo98, Yal10, Yul12, Zei16, Zha11, Zie98, Zie09, Zie01c, Zie01b, Zie01a, Zie02a, Zie02b, Zie04, Zie05, dL05b, dL05a, dL06, dL09a, dL09c, dL09b, Cra07, Cra12, Dav15, MN03, Laz11b, Lig09, Sta07a, Gil14, Sha32b]. bookdown [Mor18]. Books [Mor18]. Boosting [AGG13, CJM06, De 16, HMR14]. Bootstrap [DH97, HH14, Han13a, Mar12, O’B13, VV513, VL09, CL11, ZHL11]. bor [SD18]. Borcard [O’B12b]. Boundary [DLM17, HS18]. Bounds [Hla16]. Bouvier [AC04, Cox05, Dal98, Wool16]. Bowman [Den98, Ros00]. Box [SGHY11, AGdSC20]. Bradley [Fir05, TF12]. BradleyTerry2 [TF12]. Brain [RR11]. branch [GL15]. Braun [Hly09, Nor09]. Bretz [Che11, Dic12, Ric11]. Brian [Ano06b, Daw03, Kau13, Ko95a, Lun06, Pfa12, Til96, Unw12a, Zie02a]. Brief [Bec94, EB18, RL15, Ed12, FM18b]. brms [Bür17]. Broken [Sha21c, Sha23a, GJK+21]. Broman [Doe10]. Browser [BP17a]. Brq
Ger20, GKZ16, GGK10, GCA12, Gos11, Grö15a, Grö18a, Gro08, HD10, HD18, HBBP18, Har19, HM18, Hec07, HH15, HH19a, Hil14, HC05, Hoe09, HJ17, HK15, IP08, lac15, ICG6, Iri19, IK20. Data [Jac11, Jai19, JM15, JW+14, JD15, Jon13, Kec18, KHR21, KL10, Kn14, Kos16, Kuh10, Kus03, Kut13, LRGT12, Lei10, LSPvdL17, Lep14, LM03, LZ10, Lip20a, Lip20b, Lip21c, Liu16a, Liu17, Liu18, LT19, MB03, Mai08, Mai14a, MBGK18, MC97, MBM18, Mat16b, MH18, MCM12, Mil17a, Mil17b, MP12, MuuAC10, MN14, Mun14a, Mun14b, Mur03, Mwi13a, NGBK12, NL12, Nor08, Nor15, NRD16, Num13, Nun02, OB12a, Oli10b, OL17, Pal15a, PP17, Par15b, Pav16, Pe12, Pen17, Pie15, PU13, Pla12, Pla19, Pla01, Pod15, Pol11c, Pri05b, R D11a, R D11c, Rah17, RHG09, Ree18, Rie19, Riz10, Riz16, RMG12, Ros00, SP14a, Sav16, SZ11, Sch16, SCK95, SO13, Sch17c, Sco10b, Sco13a, Se17, Sha16, Sha21a, She11, Sho18, SS19b, SS92, SR16, SCS13. Data [SYC08, SvdLN17, Sol09, SD18, SPPP17, SHN17, Spe08, Ste11, Su07, Sun16, TDRD15, TKM15, TKMD17, TD07, Tur12, U510, Unw11, Unw15, UC21, Uti05, VM09a, Van18, VR99, Ver18, VYD+12, Vis10, WGS12, WDM+11, WST11, Wic09, WG10, WCHB11, Will11a, Will11b, WsT18, ZK108, ZQS16, Zie02b, Zie05, dL05b, AFGH22, Agr13, AD17, Ana03b, AB90, BKH17, BC85a, Bci13, BIW12, Bos12, BCMR19, BA97, BdvSvE23, Car04, Car14, CCKT83, Cha20, Cha99, Cha21, CP11b, Che22, Che20, Cle85, Cle94, CC08b, CPB+23, Cot13, Cra02, Dev09, Dir18, Drái12, Esk21, ERH01, Fal12, For20, FM18b, Fus22, GCS+14, GF09, GS19, HCHS15, HHO4, HN09, HTWT23, HK11, JPO12, Kab11, Kec10, Kle09, KC14a, Kom09, Kon04, Lan09b, LSM20, LB12a, LB21, LF15, Lum08]. data [MA14, Mil010, Mil15a, MT20, MZ18, Mur05, NTKHZ21, Nie14, NL14, Ohr14, OSH+21, PCAS09, PG20, Per14, PK12, RFGD08, Riz12, RL15, Rup11, Sah22, Sán19, Sar08, Sha22a, Sha22b, Sha12, Sha19, Sha20, Sha23a, SKD22, SC07, SA20, Smi17, Sta21, Tsa13, Tk77, VS02, Ven04, Vie11, WWDS18, WG17, WM18, XL+19, Zy19, ZM14, dSBvE23, Agr16, Bas18, Hüs18, Die21, MII17b, Sta05, Arm19, Bat08a, Bro10, Capi19, Capi10a, Sa10, Sa12, Wic08b]. data-centered [JPO12]. data-centric [SKD22]. Data-driven [Kut13]. Database [FGG+94, HI97, MC97, BdvSvE23]. DataBlade [MC97]. datacollection.com/ [Iac15]. Dataset [SVCB18]. datasets [FAM+20, GZ21a, GZ21b, WRV23]. datastructures [Dir18]. Datendesign [Rah14]. DATforDECMRI [Fer11]. David [Agr16, Car16, Num20, Num20, Pol13, Rao14, Sch08]. Davies [Ano16]. dawai [CFSR15]. Dayal [Hof15]. dbEmpLikeGOF [MVS13]. DBKGrad [MP14]. dms [MTPL15]. DCE [Fer11]. DCE-MRI [Fer11]. DECM [SKD22]. Dealing [Kas16, Pap16]. Death [TGJ17]. Deborah [Ma08]. December [Bar95]. Decision [Kim20a, Rob23, Sco13a, MM22, PK12]. Decision-Theoretic [Kim20a]. Decomposition [DMB18, Lei10, LBW18, BFA14, LHR16]. decon [WW11]. Deconvolution [Fer11, SSH+20, WW11]. Deducer [Fer12]. Deep [Arn17, CA18, Kim20b]. Deepayan [Kuh10, Nor08]. Definition [R D11f]. Definitive [Joh20, XAG19]. Degradation [CP12]. Dehl [Hof13]. delivery [SA15]. Delta [MF14]. deltaPlotR [MF14]. Demidenko [Lip21a]. demoGR [Jon07]. Demographic [Alm10, Jon07, SM07]. Demonstrating [Xie13a]. Denis [Tat18]. Dennis [Kau13]. Densities [Nag18, RRSPT12]. Density [AM14, CGS09, DHM11, Duo07, HS18, Kie09, LF15]. DEoptim [MAG+11]. Dependence [BDMP15, BS13, CFHBI11]. Dependent [KO06, Alb19, DCMCPF20]. Deployment


Ensemble [AVS20, KOC21, LHR16, VWDB16].

entropart [MH15]. Entropy [MVS13, VoL09, GzZ21b]. entropy-based [GZ21b]. Enumerative [Han07a]. ENVIRONMENT [ANO99]. Environment [BC84b, Cha12, Cha86, Mug10, R D11a, R D11b, RFKM12, Tem97, Wei12, CNZ99, HLTO9, VS02, Ven04]. Environmental [Bu09, MN01, PD08, Qia10b, Qia16, Yua07, dL09c, CBHLG21, Esk21, RFGD08, SO23, Fin11, Law02, Lum01, MN03, Pet02, Woo11, Zie99]. EnvironmentalStats [Mi08, Mi100, Mi012]. Environments [BLM15, Lu91, CN97]. epidemic [HF07]. Epidemics [GW18]. Epidemiological [MCGM10, PC11]. Epidemiology [Bu09, PD08, dL09c]. Epilogue [TRM16b]. EpiModel [JG18]. epitope [GW18]. Episodically [PZK12]. EPT [KOC21]. Equality [Gr10].
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AVS20, Alb16, AGG13, ATF10, AT13, AL16, AD15, AWBM18, Arc10, AHvD09, ABC19, AMW14, AM14, BG18, BT05, BDM15, BK11, Bar14, BFRP13, BY18, BS18, BPP17, BGI+17, Ban15, Bea17, BBGL17, BCHYO9, BKT14, BBG12, BSVT12, BK17, BdMM15, BVE+15, BN10, Bon18, BdM11, BP09, BD18, BCA07, Bra15, Bra14, Bra17, BS13, BPD08, Bür17, Bur12, But08, CdM10, CSFW18, Cam12, CC08a, CB17, CFHBK11, CAA15, Cha12, CNA16, CQZ+10, CGBN14, CKSLS12, CC11, CKY14, CGC11, CGC14, CFSR15, CO16, CF08, CGS09, CJM06, CI17, DMB18, DLN17, DBZ+11, DC05, DMD15, Den16, DW17, DM18, DK18, DPSH18, DGP08, EE07, EBO+13, FS10a, FBdlF12, FDB12, Fer11, FDGD16, FM19, Fie12, FBC07, FO15, FC11]. Package [FH09, FC12, FBB20, FM08, FKP17, FGEMI12, FS10b, GR16, GRD13, GSD12, Gan15a, Gas11, GGC+15, GRK+16, GP12, GG16, GZ11, GLC+15, GCA12, GFS14, GDMB08, GFC12, Gos11, Gra07, GT10, GvdMW09, GW18, Grö10, Grö14b, Grö18b, GvdL12, GH11, Gu14, GV12, Hadi10, HPwL15, HHB08, HH14, HD18, HLS11, Han06b, Han07b, HBBP18, Har10, HD12, HXY12, HM18, HP09, HH19a, HH07, HPCS14, HM11, HMS16, Hoh18, Hjo14, HHV05, HL07, Hej12, HMR+13, HG14, HSG12, HHG08, HK08, HWY18, IP08, IDE15, IV05, ILS11, IRCA21, ICL16, Jac11, JPM19, Jal19, JM15, JJJ14, Jkvt+14, JGM18, JD15, Jon07, KMC+12, KSHZ04, KL14, Kas16, Kav15, KKK15, KHR21, Kie08, KWE+17, KE14, KO06, Kim20a, KN16]. Package [KF14, KN03, KG17, KR10, KY10, KK14, KSBZ16, KPSh15, KV13, KT16, KSP15, Kuh08, KR13, LA+17, LGRTA12, LJH08, LL+15, Lee13, LM18, Lee18, LRN18a, Lei10, Lei03, LHS08, LSPvdL17, Len16, LBW18, LM14b, LFF17, LZHC17, LL11, LBC+16, LC10, LHA+15, LRRÁCSGS14, dUJ13, LX12, LCSC14, MRC15, MR12, MF14, MHSJ16, MH07, MdL10, Mar06, MH15, MBGK18, MF15, MP14, MPM14, ML13, MYK07, MZ08, MS11, MCM12, Me16, MJGM10, Meu13, MW07, MVS13, ML11, MTvdM15, MBR11, MV14, MdUÁC10, MN14, MvSB+07, MuS07, MAG+11, Mur03, Mur09a, MG09, NR16, Nag18, ND12, NGBK12, NAA17, OH11, OHD17, Obe14, OCRC14, OL17, Oom13, OK14, PPGD15, PP17, Pan18, Pap16, PLRC10, PMW+15, PSS+17, PG15, PP18, Pet10, Pfa08b, PU13, PT07, PT09, PPM18]. Package [dREP12, RK20, RBB18, RLWP16, RC17, RJH14, Riz06, Riz10, Riz16, RR11, RMG12, Ros12, Rov17, SF18, SFS12, Sar16, SIR+11, SZ11, SMM+15, Sch16, SSH+20, SIRC16, Sch17c, Scr13, SR18, Scu10, SVMMRP17, Sho13, SS19a, SKS15, SM21, Smi07, SYC08, SLS+12, SP10, SPS10, SvdLN17, Só09, SD18, Spe13, SM07, SLG05, SSV14, TP11, TMCE22, TM15, TMW18, TV11, TDRD13, TB17, TKM15, TMD17, TMN16, Thi+14, TFR16, TÝH+14, Tou15, TGG17, TF12, Ty16, ÜKD09, ÜS10, USHH18, VW13, VG09, Ver18, VKVC15, Vie10, VV16, VKM18, VdL09, VÝD+12, VS10, WGS12, WMS17, WW11, Wan11, Wan13, WLF+18, WHK21, Was15, Wec10, WF12, Wel18, WTB+15, WDM+11, WM14, WCH11, Wie04, WM16, XWL15, Xie13a, YEL18, You10, YL17, You07]. Package [ZF15, ZPC+16, ZQS16, ZP13, dSJdSF14, dLM09a, dLM09c, dWFP11, vdWG11, ATYK20, Alb15, Alb19, AA20, AD17, Amo21, Ano13, ATCA20, ABÉY18, AFM22, BF17, BBG14, BMOF17, BI13, BdSvE23, BSG20, BBN10, CC22, Cal06, CBGGV17, Car17, CBL+19, CPD+20, CCJMR16, CKSLS18, CHB14, CLK21, CBHLG21, CPB+23, DS20, DCMCPF20, Dir18, Dra23, DTD19, FBNRG21, FM09, FAM+20, FM18b, GZ21a, GZ21b, Gas18, GSJC22,
Hly09, Hor12a, IR12, Lub91, Mat11, Ng11, Nor09, O’Bo9a, Oli10b, R D11a, Sco11, Ste00, Tho18, VR00a, Wei12, Wic08a, dL09b, Bia94, BM07, BM16, BM21, CN97, CNZ09, Dav15, Gen09, GL16a, Gro14a, JMR14, OJMR09, VR00b, VS02, Ven04, Lan17b, Plu01.

**Programs** [JS05, NK06, GDBK +21, KKL +15, SMHBRO6]. **Progression** [BVE +15]. **Project** [BCHR15]. **Projection** [Lee18, FBNRG21, SA20]. **protection-based** [SA20]. **Projections** [LM14b, SAR11, WCHB11]. **projects** [SNR18]. **projection-based** [SA20]. **Projections** [LM14b, SAR11, WCHB11]. **projects** [SNR18]. **Promises** [GJK +21]. **Propensity** [HP09, Sek11]. **proportion** [SR17, SR17]. **Proportional** [FH09, Gan15a, TKM06, ZQS16, PCAS09]. **Proportional-Odds** [FH09]. **proposal** [Lan09a]. **Prospects** [Lee18, FBNRG21, SA20]. **Publications** [Pol11b]. **Published** [Lu18, Nun20]. **Publication-based** [SA20]. **Publications** [Pol11b]. **Published** [Lu18, Nun20]. **Publishers** [Aji17]. **PubMed** [RL15]. **purchasing** [BMOF17].

**Pure** [DC09]. **Purposes** [MP06]. **Pursuit** [Lee18, FBNRG21]. **put** [KB11]. **Putler** [Sco13a]. **PY-SUMMA** [AVS20]. **PypeR** [XMW10]. **Python** [AVS20, BP17a, Dan18, GH18, GHN19, Mil15a, Mil13, Smi17, Smi18, SM+22, XMW10, Lip22].

**Q** [LLS15, Tur18]. **Q-Learning** [LLS15]. **Q-Q** [Tur18]. **QC** [CPD +20]. **Qian** [Fin11, Woo11]. **qicharts2** [Anh18]. **qman** [Tur18]. **QtAC** [SGPSzC22]. **QTL** [Doe10, BS09, HSG12, TV11, Bro14, Doe10]. **QTS** [OS95]. **Qualark** [OS95]. **qualities** [PSZ17]. **Quality** [Anh18, MG09, CC23]. **Quandle** [FW18]. **Quantification** [Dro18, SS15]. **Quantile** [SS19a, AA20]. **Quantitative** [Hof15, Sha2b, WS11, Day15]. **Questionnaire** [Fri12, O’B12a, Fall12]. **Questionnaires** [BBG16, Lal17]. **Quizzes** [ZUL14].

**R** [AA12, Agr16, Aji17, AC04, Ano06c, Ano09c, Ano12b, Ber09, Bos09, Bow10, Buc09, Bur09, Bur10, Cam09, Car10, Car16, Cho22b, Cow03, Cox05, Cur18, Dav07, DN17, Dia06, Doe06, Dur14, Edd09a, Edd18, Eme08, Esp15, Fus22, Gal17, Gil14, GL14, GR18, Gou05, Gre22, Grö15, Gro15a, Gro18c, Hac17, Håg12, Han13a, Har19, Hei18, Hew05, Hew16, Hoe09, Hof15, Hor12b, Hou07, Hu21, Hub11, IR12, Iae15, IDE15, Kau13, Kha13, Kin20, Kos15, Lal17, Lan17b, Laz11b, Lig09, Lip20, Lip22, Liu17, Lor18, Lum06, Lum07a, Lu09, Mai08, Mal21, Mar12, Mat13, Mc20, Mc14, MCSAGR20, MCGSBSA20, Mor18, Mor03, Mü16, Mur14, Neu12, O’B13, Orm17, Otn17, Par15b, Pol09, Pol11c, Pol13, Rah14, Rao14, Ree09, Ree19, Ros09, Rui17]. **R** [SL09, San10a, Sar06, Sch08, Sco11, Sel17, Sha21a, Sha23b, Smi06, Sta08, Sta07a, Ste11, Sto11, Tur12, Ud05, VM09b, VM09a, Veh13, Vey14, Wan06, Wan16, Wan22, Zha11, Zie04, dL05a, ADH11, AFGH22, ALE10, Adl10, Adl12, ACW12, AR14, AMY16, AVS20, AFHD09, Aiz12, Alb16, ATYK20, Alb07, Alb09, AR12, Alb15, Alb19, Ald20, AGG13, AT10, AT13, AA20, All11a, AL16, Ahm10, ACG +16, AD15, AD17, Amo21, AB17a, AWBM18, Anh18, Swe13, Ano13, ADN15, AKL +21, Arc10, AhvD09, AB17b, AGBF17, ABC19, ATCA20, AB1Y18, AY22, Ar11, Ar17, AE21, Asq14, AMW14, AB12, AGdSC20, AFM22, AM14, BVFB19, BG18, Bac08, BL14a, BT05, BDMP15, BK11, BR07, BS15, BRF +18, Bak13, BF17, Bar14, BFRP13, BP17a, BPL09]. **R** [BY18, BS18, BBG14, BBG16, BPP17].
KHR21, KS14, KF17, Kie08, KWE+17, KE14, KO06, Kim20a, KOC21, KN16, KSS+07, KR14, KK22, KZ08, Kie17, KH10, KM08, KN03, KM14, KG17, KR17, KY10]. R [KC14a, Kom09, KK14, KSBZ16, KPSH15, Kor22, Kor18, KEM15, KKL+15, KV13, KMTS14, KT16, KK21, Kra07, KSP15, Kuh08, KR13, Kuo03, KB11, LPLPD14, LT16, LAF+17, Lan12, Lan18, Lan14a, Lan17a, Lan09a, Lan14b, LBS17, LH12, LA19, Lan19, LSM20, LRIGA12, Lau18, LWC+09, LL10, LM14a, LW16, LJH08, LeB18, LIL+15, Lee13, LM18, Lee18, LRN18a, Lei10, Lei13, Lei02, Lei04, LHS08, LSPvdL17, Len09, Len16, LS20, LMY+11, LB12a, LQC+12, LB12b, LBW18, LB21, LM14b, LFF17, LM03, LS16, LF15, LZHC17, LLS15, LL11, LBC+16, LC10, LHA+15, LR15, LPR21, LRN18b, LT19, Lon15, LRRACS14, DIA13, LH14, LLM+20, LBL+21, Luh13, LX12, LCSC14, Lup09, Lyu21, MGH16, MRC15, Måc07, MR12, MF14, MHJS16, MB03, MH07, Mdl10, MMB15, MÇSD14, Mar06]. R [MA14, MTP15, MH15, MB15, MR14, Mar07, MBGB18, MQP11, MBM18, Mat11, Mat16b, MF15, MCAP19, MP14, MP14M, MCe16, ML13, MCm17, MYK07, MZ08, MH18, MdN22, MS11, MCM12, Me16, MM22, MJG10, MS23, Meu13, MW07, MH09, MUM16, MV13, Mål15a, MP12, Mål15b, MP06, Mir14, ML11, MTD21, MT15, MCB18, MB11, MV14, MV09, Mv09, MR14, Mv09b, Mv11, Nv09a, MG09, Mv11b, Mv11c, Mv11d, Nv09b, Nv11, Nv12, Nv12, NGHK21, Nag18, NKC21, Nar05, NV11, Nas14, Nas08, ND12, NW21, NGB12, NL12, NL14, NPP17, NPP18, NsdSL16, NRD16, NAA17, OH11, OH17, Obe14, Ohrl14, Oja10, OCRC14]. R [OOSM18, OL17, OSH+21, Oom13, OK14, OJMR09, PLZ+15, PS22, PL23, PH16, PPGD15, PP17, Pan16, Pap16, Par06a, Par12, Par15b, Par15a, PCAS09, PFT+12, PLRC10, PSS+17, Peh12, Phen15, Pen03, Pen08, PD08, PDH16, PJSPC17, PZK+12, PP18, Per14, PFC09, Pef10, PP11, PSM+11, PR07, PNN13, Ps06, Pfa08a, Pfa08b, Fta13, Phi10, PU13, PK08, Pir10, PSZ17, Pla12, Pla19, PC11, PMLM23, Pol11b, PT07, PT09, PLLC11, PLR+16, Pri05a, Pri05b, PMM18, PK12, Qia10b, Qia16, QZLP21, dREP12, RH02, Rac12, Rah17, RH21, RHG09, RN17, RPVG11, RKY11, RV20, Rec10, RK20, Ree19, RFGD08, RBB18, RLWP16, RC17, RG07, RJH14, RS05, RS08, Rt09, RBHB15, Riz06, Riz10, Riz12, Riz16, Riz08, RC10, Rob18, Rob23, Rob08, RFK12, RR11]. R [RRSPT12, RSSPT14, Rom07, MGM12, Ros07, Ros12, RTL07, RL15, RGD12, Rov17, dVSAL17, Ruf09, Rum13, Sab22, SOD+16, SF18, SS18a, SVM+17, SFS12, Sar08, Sar16, SMHDR06, SH17, SP14a, Sav16, Sav09, SE18, SA15, SIR+11, SZ11, Sch11, SK17, Schl14, Sch17a, SME+09, Sch17b, Sch16, SSH+20, SIRC16, SGPSZ22, Sch17c, Scr13, SR18, Scur10, SD15, SL05, Sek11, SVMMP17, SAR11, Sha22a, Sha22b, Sha12, Sha21d, SWCP20, SKD22, She09, SN18R, SBMG06, Shi16, Sho13, SS19a, SC07, Sho18, SS06, SS11, SS19b, SA20, SKS15, SR16, SMWP20, St17, SM21, SCS13, Smi07, SYC08, Smi17, Smi18, SMM+22, SLS+12, SP10, SPS10, SCM12, SvdL17, SO23, S109, SD10, SPP17, SHN17, Spa17, Spe08, Spe13, SP14b, SWH17, SR07, SWK17]. R [St23, Ste09, SKZ05, SM07, SLG05, Su07, SGY11, SR17, SS14, ST10, TP11, TW11, Tae14, TMCE22, Tak12, TM15, Tan18, TMK06, TMW18, TRM16a, Tat18, Tav17, TV11, TDRD13, TDRD15, TB17, Ten11, Tei12, TN22, TKM16, TKM15, TMKD17, TMN16, Ten18, TM05, TLH11, TFH12,
Thi14, TFR16, Thi18, TD07, TR14, TT21, Tho18, Tie09, TRL09, TPAM07, TYH*14, TNM17, Tou15, TGI17, Tro09, Ts14a, TGKV20, TF12, Tur18, Tve02K0, Tus11, Tyn16, UMA08, UAK*15, ÜK09, ÜS10, Unw15, Urb09, UC21, USHH18, VML12, Val09, VW13, VEF*23, VSV09, VP16, Van18, VG09, Var14, VFV13, VSO2, Ven04, Ver18, VKVC15, Ver05, Ver12, Ver14, VV19, Vid22, VC23, Vie10, VV16, VKM18, Vin08, VdL09, Vin10, VYD*12, VS10, VVDB16. R [WWDS18, WGSL12, WDT*12, WMS17, WKL08, WW11, Wan11, Wan13, WPW15, WLH*18, WHK21, Was15, Wee10, WF12, Wei12, WML14, Wei02, Wel18, WTB*15, WDM*11, WS11, WST11, WM14, WSZ12, WC07, Wic11a, WCHB11, WG17, Wic19, WRF23, WZMC19, Wil18, WD18, Wil14b, Wil11b, Wil12, WMR16, Wol94, Wool06, WGE17, WsT18, Wijn13, WM18, XHWL15, Xie13a, Xie13b, XAG19, XDR21, Xie22, XLX*19, XYC22, Yan17, YS13, YCLL20, YEL18, YH14, You10, You12, YL17, Yua07, ZGS*18, Zag18, ZFZ10, ZLHK02, ZKJ08, ZC10, ZUL14, ZF15, ZPF*16, ZQS16, ZY19, ZMV*18, ZP13, ZGZvB19, ZHL11, ZM09, ZML16, ZMS21, ZM14, ZS17, ZIM09, ZIW*9, dsJdSF14, dLM09a, dLHM09, dLM09b, dLM09c, dSBSe23, dVM12, dWFP11, lGlRGL09, vBGO11, vdA07, vedA12, vwdWG11, AA12, Al11b, Ano06b]. R [Ano06a, Ano08, Ano09a, Ano09b, Ano09d, Ano10, Ano12a, Ano16, BN07, Bai11, Bat08a, Bat08b, Ban14, Ben21, Ber10, Boo10, BL11, Cap19, Cha14a, Che11, Chi07, Cho09, Cho20, Das21, Del17, Dic12, Doe10, Esk21, Eva14, Few09, Fin11, For20, Fri11, Gle16a, Gr015b, Gut11, Han13b, Han13a, Hec07, Hel15, Hly09, Hoe09, Hor12c, How16b, Hu09, Hüs18, Joh09, Kel10, Kha16, KIM20b, Kr10a, Kuh10, Kum10, Lab12, Lazi1a, Lee21, Len20, Lep14, Li11, Lip20a, Lip21a, Lip21b, Liu16b, Liu18, Lu18, Lum08, Lüt11, Mai09, Mai10, Mai11, Mai14a, Mai14b, Mai21, Mar11, Mar12, Mat16a, Mig10, Mill2, Mill7a, Mor09, Mye09, Mye12b, Mye12a, Neu11, Ng06, Ng09, Ng11, Nor08, Nor09, Nor14, Num13, Num20, Num20, O’B08, O’B09c, O’B09a]. R [O’B09b, O’B10, O’B12b, O’B12a, O’B13, O’B14, Oli07, Oli10b, Oli10a, Oli17, PG20, Pet19, Pfa12, Pic09, Pod18, Pod21, Pol11a, Put06, Qia10a, Ree18, Ric11, Ric19, Rip11, Rob12, Rob05, Rob07, Rob17, Ros10b, Sab19, Sän19, San03, Sau10, Sau12, Sch09, Sco09, Sco10a, Sco11, Sco12, Sco13b, Sco13a, Sco14, Sha21c, Sha23a, Söl10, Sta21, Sta07b, Suc07, Ts14a, Tu21, Unw11, Unw12a, Unw13a, Ven10, Vie11, Wil14a, Wool11, Yu12, Zei16, AC07, Ano09c, Arm19, Bar18, Bat04, Beb13, Ber09, Bos10, Bow09, Bro10, Bul06, Cap22, Cha21, Cho22a, Cho15, Chr09, CH11b, Dem18, Dia18, Die21, Dow17, Dre19, Dur15, Edd09c, Edd09b, Edd11, Edd12b, Edd12a, Eea11, Fli11, Fri12, Gep21, Gol11, Gou10, Gröl18, Grö80]. R [Gun06, Har07, Hel16, Hil06, Hil10, How11, How16a, Joh20, Jon13, Kha18, Kos16, Leo10, Lew16, Lha14, Lip21c, Li15, Li16a, Lud13, Lum07b, Mai06, Mai12, Mal13, Mal09, Mat15, Mill10, Mill7b, Mun14b, Nie11, Nie14, Nor15, Oom10, Pal15b, Pal15a, Pan15, Pav16, Pie09, Pod15, Ree09, Rob13, Rob19, Rob22, Rob09, Rui16, Rus15, San10b, San11, Saul1, Saul2, Sco10b, Sha16, Sha21b, Sha11, Sha19, Sche11, Soe10, Str10, Sun15, Sun16, Tus05, Tyl07, Unw12b, Unw13b, VSS*17, VL21, Voo09, Vic08b, Vic08a, WG10, Yal10, dLM05, dLM06, dLM09a, dLM09c, dLM09b, dLM09d, dLM09e, dSBSe23, dVM12, dWFP11, lGlRGL09, vBGO11, vdA07, vedA12, vwdWG11, AA12, Al11b, Ano06b].
[Pol09, Goo05, Har06, Rom07]. R/PLUS

[Pol09, Goo05, Har06, Rom07]. r2 [Grø15a].

R2GUESS [LBC+16]. R2MLwiN

[ZPC+16]. R2WinBUGS [SLG05]. Rabe

[Daw03, Zie02b]. Rabe-Hesketh

[Daw03, Zie02b]. Radiation [Lam12].

Radisson [All86]. Rafael [Das21, Lip20a].

Rahlf [Hüs18]. Ramble [Siu17]. ramps

[SYC08]. Ramsay [Bur10, Car10]. Randal

[Car16]. Randall [Sco13b, Rao14]. Random

[AE21, Bea17, CF14, Car17, DB13, FS10b, JJJ14, MR12, PB15, Sar16, SMM+15, TKM16, Yau95, CHB14, Dev86, Fog17, SA20, Mai21]. Random-effects [Yan95].

Random Fields [SMM+15].

Randomization

[Han13a, USHH18, JPH21, ZHL11].

Randomized [HM18, TPAM07].

randomizeR [USHH18]. randomLCA

[Bea17]. Randomly [MdUÁC10]. RandPro

[SA20]. Rank [TM05]. Rank-Based

[TM05]. ranked [KK21, MT20]. ranking
dBSVsE23]. Rankings [HD12, TvEK20].

Ranks [Oja10, Hub11]. RAppArmor

[Oon13]. Raritan [Ano99]. Rasch

[AA12, Kra20, Veh13, Hoh18, MH07]. Rate

[SAR11]. Rates [MP14]. Ratings [HD12].

Ratio [MVS13]. Raton

[Agr16, Ben21, Cho22a, Cho20, Cur18].

Das21, Die21, Edd18, Esk21, For20, Fus22,

Gal17, Gle16a, Grö15a, Grö16, Hou07, Joh20,

Kel10, Kha16, Lee21, Len20, Lip20a, Lip20b,

Lip21b, Lip21c, Lip22, Liu17, Lunc28, Mal21,

Num20, Orm17, Par15b, Pet19, Put06, Rob17,

Sab19, San19, Sha21c, Sha23a, Sha23b,

Sta21, Sta05, Tat18, Tu21, Vie11, Wan22].

Rattle [Sau12, Mwi13a, Wil11b].

rBeta2009 [CHB14]. Rcall [EK23].

Rcapture [BR07]. Rchoice [Sar16].

RcmdrPlugin.survival [FC12]. Rcpp

[EF11, EB18]. RcppArmadillo [ES14].

RcppCNPy [EW16]. RCrawler [KF17].

Reach [Ano99]. Read [EW16, Sta95b].

Read-Write [EW16]. Ready [VYD+12].

Ready-to-Use [VYD+12]. REBayes

[KG17]. Recapture [BR07]. Recipe [SH17].

Recipes [LT19]. reemap [Pan18]. record

[IEE93, IEE94]. Recording [BK17].

Records [SD18]. Recovering [PLR+16].

recruitment [Cad13]. Rectangular

[Pan18]. reduce [WPW15]. Reduction

[AR14, Wei02]. Reference

[R D11b, Cad13, R D04, WML14].

referenced [FBC07]. References

[Cur18, McL17]. RefManageR [McL17].

Regimen [WMS17], regimes [SMWP20].

Region [Bra14, HBN14], region-level

[HBNS14]. Regional [LQC+12]. Regions

[WHK21]. Registration [BLY18].

Regression

[AB17a, AC04, Ano09b, Bar18, BFRP13,

BdMM15, Bon18, BKL05, Car13, CCC11,

CNZ10, Dal98, DLN17, DLC06, DM18,

DPSH18, Eyl22, Far06, Far16, FM19, Gal17,

GKZ16, Gou10, Gra07, GZP14, GKZ12,

Har01, HM18, HB92, Hew05, KN05, KL14,

KV13, Lee21, Lei04, LM14b, Lip22, LBC+16,

LHA+15, Mar11, MW07, Mü16, Num20,

O'B09b, RBHB15, She09, SS19a, SM21,

Sta08, TFR16, TR14, TGJ17, UAK+15,

VKVC15, WMS17, WLK08, Wan06, Wei02,

WMR16, Woo98, XWH15, ZLHK02,

ZKJ08, ZQS16, dL09a, AA20, AFM22, BH94,

CCJMR16, Cox05, De 16, Fox02, Hos22b,

H+96, HBPJ04, MPV12, Orn17, Par06b,

PCAS09, RS08, Rit09, Ros09, SMHBR06,

TKM16, VP16, Wei14, Grö16, Zie04, Cow03].

Regression-Based [WMS17].

Regression/Item [CGC11]. regressions

[GL07]. regRSM [TKM16]. regular

[PMLM23]. Regularization [Sch11].

Regularized [FHH17]. Reisensburg

[DO94]. Relational [But08, MC97].

relationships [PSZ17]. Relative

[DHM11, DMM18, PP18]. Relevant

[CGBN14]. relevant [MB15]. Reliable

[AGM07]. reslurv [PP18], remBoot

[Car17]. REEM [Yan95].
Remote [Gos11, ADN15]. René [Zie05].
Repeated [PCAS09]. Replacement [Han07a]. Replication [Mil15b]. reported [LB12b]. reporttools [Ru09]. REPPlab [FBNRG21]. Representation [Hic16].
Representations [Lau18]. Reproducibility [BBGL17, BML19, Lan18].
Reproducible [Gan15b, LT16, SvdLN17, CPB+23, FAM+20, MR09, SNR18, SMM+22, McG20].
Reproducibly [MBM18]. Resampling [Har06, Pol09, Sco12, CH11a, Goo05, Goo13, HBNS14, Rom07, Tsa14a].
Research [An099, Gan15b, LT16, Mai14a, McG20, Rus15, Str10, Bee13, Cha15a, Hel15, LB12a, MR09, MS23, Vin10]. researchers [HBA19].
Resistant [Can04, Con03]. Resonance [CNS+11, TW11, WS11]. Resource [Din06, RG96].
Response [Arc10, Bon18, Cha12, CGC11, CO16, DBZ+11, Had10, HM18, IDE15, Joh07, KF14, Len09, MR12, MPM14, MTvdM15, Riz06, BBG14, HYF22].
Results [BK17, Alb15, Tan18, Tur18]. Retention [KSS+07]. Rethinking [Gre22, Hew16, Mal21, Rui17, McE16].
rethnicity [Xie22]. retrieve [LPR21]. returns [FM18b]. reversible [GSB19].
Review [Abr97, AA12, Agr16, Aji17, All11b, AC04, Ano03a, Ano03c, Ano03b, Ano06b, Ano06a, Ano08, Ano09a, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano10, Ano12a, Ano12b, Ano16, Arg98, Arm19, Bai11, Bar02, Bar18, Bas18, Bat04, Bat08a, Bat08b, Bui14, Beb13, Ben21, Ber10, Ber09, Boo10, Bos09, Bos10, Bow09, Bow10, Bro03, Bro07, Bro10, Buc09, Bul06, Bur07, Bur09, Bur10, BL11, Cam09, Cap19, Cap22, Car10, Car16, Cha14a, Cha21, Che11, Chi07, Cho22a, Cho15, Cho09, Cho20, Chr09, CH11b, Cow03, Cox05, Cur18, Dal98, Das21, Dav95, Daw03, Dem17, DN17, Dem18, Den98, Dia06, Dia18, Dir12, Die21, Doe06, Doe10, Dow17, Dre19, Dur14, Dur15, Eas03, Ed09c, Ed09a, Ed09b, Edd11, Edd12b, Edd12a, Edd18, Eme08].
Review [Esk21, Esp15, Eva11, Eva14, Fer02, Few09, Fin10, Fin11, Fis06, Fle11, For20, Fot07, Fox05a, Fri12, Fri11, Fus22, Gal17, Gen98, Gep21, Gil4, Gle16a, GL14, GR18, Gou05, Gou10, Gre22, Grö11, Grö13, Grö15b, Grö15a, Grö16, Grö18a, Gro18c, Gro08, Gun06, Gut11, Hac17, Häg12, Hal93, Han13b, Han13a, Han98, Har03, Har19, Has18, Hec07, Hel15, Hel16, Hel18, Hew05, Hill06, Hill10, Hill09, Hill15, Hor12c, Hou07, How11, How16a, How16b, Hu09, Hu21, Hub11, Hüs18, IR12, Iac15, Jam96, Joh09, Joh08, Jan13, KK99, Kau13, Kau16, Kau17, Kau18, Kim20, Kim95, Kin20, Kle17, Ko95b, Ko95a, Kos16, Krä20, Kuh10, Kum07, Kum10, Kum03, Lab12, Lal17, Lan17b, Law02, La21a, Laz11b, Lee21, Len20, Leo10, Lex14, Li11, Liog09]. Review [Lip20a, Lip20b, Lip21a, Lip21b, Lip21c, Lip22, Liu15, Liu16a, Liu16b, Liu17, Liu18, Lor18, Liu18, Lux13, Lum01, Lum08, Lum02, Lum06, Lu07b, Lu09, Lüt11, Mac98, Mai06, Mai08, Mai09, Mai10, Mai11, Mai12, Mai14a, Mai14b, Mai21, Mal13, Mal21, Mal09, Man03, Mar11, Mar12, Mat13, Mat15, Mat16a, Mc20, MCN14, MCN04, Mil10, Mil11, MN03, Mill17a, Mill17b, Mor18, Mor03, Mor09, Mü11, Mun14b, Mur14, Mye09, Mye12b, Mye12a, Neu11, Neu12, Ng06, Ng09, Ng11, Nie11, Nie14, Nor08, Nor09, Nor14, Nor15, Num13, Num20, Num20, O'B08, O'B09c, O'B09a, O'B09b, O'B10, O'B12b, O'B12a, O'B13, O'B14, Oli07, Oli10b, Oli10a, Oli17, Oom10, Orm17, Otn17, Pan15, Par15b, Par15a, Pav16, PG20, Peb21, Pet02, Pet19].
Review [Pfa12, Pic09, Pie09, Plu01, Pod15, Pod18, Pod21, Pol09, Pol11a, Pol11c, Pol13, Put06, Qia10a, Rao14, Ree09, Ree18, Ric11, Rie19, Rip11, Rob12, Rob13, Rob19, Rob05, Rob07, Rob09, Rob17, Ros09, Ros10b, Ros00, Rui16, Rui17, Rus15, SL09, Sab19, San10b,
San10a, San11, Sán19, San03, SCD07, Sau10, Sau11, Sau12, Sau21, Sch08, Sch09, Sco09, Sco10b, Sco10a, Sco11, Sco12, Sco13b, Sco13a, Sel17, Sen14, Sha21a, Sha21b, Sha11, Sha19, Sha21c, Sha23a, Sha23b, She11, Sis03, Smi06, Soc10, Sól10, Sta21, Sta05, Sta07a, Sta07b, Ste11, Sto1, Str10, Suc07, Sun15, Sun16, Tat18, Ti196, Tol03, Tsas4a, Tu21, Tur12, Tus05, Unw11, Unw12b, Unw12a, Unw13b, Unw13a, Ut05, VM09b, VM09a, Veh13, Ven10, Vie11, VSS+17. Review [VL21, Vis10, Voe09, Wan06, Wan16, Wan22, Wic08b, Wic08a, WG10, Wil14a, Wil11a, Wool01, Wool11, Wool98, Yal10, Yu12, Ze16, Zha11, Zie98, Zie99, Zie00, Zie01c, Zie01b, Zie02a, Zie02b, Zie04, Zie05, dL05b, dL05a, dL06, dL09a, dL09c, dL09b, AC07, BRF+18, Cho22b, Dav07, Edd21, Har08, Har07, Lun07a, Ty107, Vey14]. Reviews [Ano06c, Kel10, Hew16, Kos15, Lew16, Lha14, Pal15a, Sha16]. Reweighted [HB92]. r

r

Beh05, BH94, BA97, BG96, BHS00, But05, Cal95, Can04, CHT98, Car04, Cha66, CH92, CH93, Cha95, Cha98, Cha20, Cha99, Con03, Cra02, CN97, The99, Dia05, Eve94, ERH01.

S [Eve02, Eve05, FGG+94, Fox02, Gen98, Ger94, GZ11, Gru95, Hal93, Här91, HB92, HH04, HC05, H+96, HBPJ04, KVCS98, KSC+00, Kon04, KO97, KO00, KM01, Kra05, Ku03, Las97, Lo 93, Lo 94, Lub91, Man03, MJR93, MC97, Mat85, Sta92a, Sta92b, Sta93a, Sta93c, Sta93e, Sta93h, Sta95a, Sta95b, Sta95c, Sta95d, Sta95f, Sta95g, Sta95j, Mat94, Mat98, Mil98, Mil00, MN01, Mil02, NS94, OS95, PB00, Pri05b, Röh00, RD92, RD03, SM05, SCK95, SA01, Se98, SS92, SP05, Spe94, Sta93b, Sta93d, Sta93f, Sta93i, Sta93k, Sta95c, Sta95d, Sta95e, Sta95f, SHR97, VR94, VR97, VR99, VR00a, VR00b, VR02, WLK08, Wie04, Yan95, YWL02, ZV03, Ziv05, Abr97, Ano93a, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano96d, Arg98, Bar02, Broa03, Brof07, Bur07, Dav95, Dawa03, Dia06, Eas03, Fer02, Fis06, Fot07, Han98, Har03, Jam96, Kim95, Ko95b, Ko95a, Kum07, Kus03, Law02, Lom01, Mac98, MCN04, MN03, Mor03, Pet02, Sis03, Til96, Tol03, Wou01, Zie99, Zie00, KK99, Lun02]. S-language [Roh00].

S-PLUS [MN01, OS95, Pri05b, Rom07, RD92, RD93, SCK95, Sel98, Spec94, Sta95a, VR97, Wie04, ZW03, Ziv05, HH04, SA01, Yan95, YWL02, Abr97, Ano93c, Ano96d, Arg98, Bar02, Bro07, Dawa03, Eas03, Fer02, Fis06, Fot07, Han98, Jan96, Kus07, Kus03, Lun01, Mac98, Sis03, Zie98, Zie01c, Zie01b, Zie01a, Zie02a, Zie02b, Zie05, Ano93b, Bra03, Bro07, Dav95, Dia06, Har03, Kim95, Ko95b, Ko95a, Law02, MCN04, MN03, Mor03, Pet02, Til96, Tol03, Wou01, Zie99, Zie00, KK99, Lun02]. S-Plus(R) [Lun06, Ano93a, S.]

Shrinking [CQZ+10]. Shumway [Num20, Pol13, Sch08]. Sievert [LB21].
Sightability [Fie12]. SightabilityModel [Fie12]. sigma.js [Coe18]. sigmajs [Coe18].
Signatures [MBT11]. Significant [GFC12]. Signs [Hub11, Qia10]. Silic [Qia10a].
Sim [Lon15, Esp15]. similarity [SvdLN17]. simpleR [PR07]. SIMEX [HXY12].
simFrame [ATF10]. Simian [TMN17]. SimPh [Chi07, Iac15, Rob07, Sco17]. simpleR [Gan15a].
Simple [BCAB07, MN14, RT07, SOD+16, ZF10, dLM09c, Bel05].
simpleCache [SNR18]. SimpleITK [BLY18]. Simplex [ZQS16]. simpleX [ZQS16].
simplePop [TMKD17]. Simulate [DC05, MvSB+07, BSG20]. Simulating [AE21, BS18, BVE+15, GRD13, Han07b, MCM12, Day15].
Simulation [ATF10, AHvD09, BGDH17, DNM17, Hii10, Iac08, LT16, Laz11a, MN14, Ng11, O’B09a, PK08, Rip87, SMM+15, Sco11, SvdLN17, TMKD17, BF17, HT19, JMR14, MN17, OJM109, ST10, XL+19, Bur09, Cam09, Loo09, Sto11]. Simulations [CGC11, HM16, PFT+12]. SimulaTor [ARC15, BB12]. SimultAn [GZ11].
Simultaneous [GZ11, HH07, KPSH15, KR13]. Simultaneously [TMCE22].
Single [IDE15, KWE+17, KF14, SBMG06, Su07, DTD19, HBA19, SR17]. Single-Arm [IDE15, KWE+17, KF14]. single-channel [DTD19].
Singular [KGK14, BFA14]. SIS [SF18]. Size [LQC+12, RV20, CLK21]. Sizes [MBGK18].
slope-dependent [Alb19]. SMACOF [dLM09b]. Smale [GP12]. smarter [GL16a].
Smith [Sch09, Oli10a]. SmoothHazard [TGJ17]. Smoothing [Bar18, Cam12, Cam04, Con03, Den98, Gu14, Här91, K109, MPM14, PT07, PT09, Ros00, BA97].
smoothROCtime [DCMP020]. smns [Kav15]. Snippet [Aiz12, AD15, BDMP15, BK11, BS18, CG15, Car13, CO16, DMB18, FKP17, GVM16, Han06a, HW17, Han07a, HXY12, Hol11, Hoh18, Jai19, LW16, LQC+12, LRN18b, MF14, MHJS16, MTPL15, MBGK18, MF15, MP14, NK06, NAA17, Pan18, Pap16, PZK+12, Phi10, Rec10, RBB18, Rui09, SBMG06, TR14, VSL09, Wei12, XMW10, dSjdSF14]. Snow [TRL09]. sn [MHSJ16]. Social [AT13, Str10, Hos22a, Vin10]. sociales [Gua13]. SOCR [Din06]. Soetaert [Lud13].
Soft [Sta99]. Software [AR14, BCHR15, BUT05, Cha08a, GL14, Har08, Hii96, IR12, KPSH15, Kra07, LZ10, Mat11, NV11, NGBK12, OS95, PN97, Sek11, SKZ05, TRM16b, Wie04, ZS17, AFGH22, Aji17, Bor16a, Cal06, FGZ14, Fin10, Fri16, GS19, LS05, PCAS09, PSZ17, SA15, Vis10, Ano109d, FL16, Oli10b]. soil [CPB+23].
solitestcorr [CPB+23]. Solar [Lam12, Lam12]. Solari [Ber10, Ros10b].
Solutions [Dav07, Dee06, Lud13, GH+05, Kri20].
Sonja [O’B10]. Sons [Ano03b, Hel15, Iac15, Lip21a]. Sophia [Dav03, Zie02b]. Søren [Han13b]. Sørin [An12b]. sorting [DTD19]. Sound [Sha21c, Sha23a, MZ18]. Source [HBHP18, TRM16b, Aji17, Fri16, HBZ09, PL23, SA15].
Soviet [Bia94]. Soviet-Italian [Bia94].
Sozialwissenschaften [Luh13]. spa [Cul11].
Space [DLC06, Jai19, PP11, Pod15, PLR+16, US10, Cal06, Per14, SS18a, SS18b].
sparr [DHM11]. Sparse [AM14, Bra14, Bra17, FS10b, KN03, KSBZ16].
 sparseHessianFD [Bra17]. SparseM [KGN03]. spate [SKS15]. Spatial
Alm10, BT05, BRF+18, BPR08, BDdM11,
JWHT13, JP06, KD11, LS05, Mat94, Miï92, NWH21, PCAS09, Röh00, SA01, Sta09, Tan18, Tiï96, Tur12, WML14, AC04, Ano03b, Buc09, Cap22, Cox05, Dal08, Dia06, Esp15, Fus22, Gre22, Hew05, Hew16, Huï21, Kus03, Lal17, Len20, Lip20b, Mal21, Nor15, Rui17, Sha16, Uth05, Wô08, Zie05, dL09c.

Statistically [LAF +17, MZ18].

Statistician [IDE15].

Statistics [Abr97, Ano09a, Arg98, Bat04, Bat08b, Boo10, BHH05, Bra03, BL11, CC08b, Cra05, Cra15, Dal02, Dal08, Dem20, Din06, DO94, DK09, Draï2, Edd09c, Fer02, Fle15, Fin11, Fle11, Fox05b, Fri16, Fri11, Gen21, Har06, HH18, HH19b, HBQ04, Jam96, KK99, Kae18, Kha16, Kruï95, Kruï19, Law02, Lew16, Lip21a, Liu15, Liu16b, LT19, Lu18, Lum01, Mac07, MFR93, MB15, Mar07, MN03, Mor09, Mul15, Nas08, Ng09, O'Bo09c, Pfe21, Pet02, Pio10, Qia10b, RKY11, Rec18, Ruo09, Rup04, Rup11, San03, Sco10b, Sco12, Sta07a, Sta98a, Unw11, Unw13a, VM09b, VR94, VR02, Wô12, WG10, WZMC19, Wô011, Zei16, Zie01b, ATYK20, All86, Bak13, Bos09, CH11a, CGH+12a, Dav15, Dëv09, FMA12, Goo05, Goo13, Har03, He15, HN09, Heï15],

statistics [Hos22a, Kee10, Kraï20, KMo1, Mål12, MN01, Pan15, Pet19, PRN13, Pie09, Qia16, Rec19, RFG08, Rom07, RAM05, Saw09, Sha22b, Sha12, TRM16a, UA08, VR97, VR09, VR00a, Ver05, Ver14, Vic11, MN03, Ano06c, Smi06, Unw13b, Hû07, Aji17, Ano12b, Gou01, Heï15, Milï0, Ng06, Tsa14a, Veh13, Wan16].

Statistik [DK09].

Statistiksoftware [Luh13]. Statistiques [CGH+08, CGH+10, CGH+12b, Gua13].


Steve [Zie00]. Steven [Eas03, Har03, Lum01, Pet02, Zie99].

Stevens [Sô10, Hor12]. Stirred [GKZ12]. StMoMo [VKM18]. Stochastic

[BPSS09, Ber10, Bur09, Cam09, CC08a, CJM06, Iac08, Kas16, Kor22, Lu09, MHJS16, PK08, Rip87, Ros10b, SKS15, SS15, Sto11, VKM18, HF07, Shu23b].

stochvol [Kas16]. stock [Cad13]. stocking [KK22]. Stoffer [Num20, Rao14, Sch08, Car16, Pol13].

storage [Dir18]. stpp [GRD13]. strangers [Urb09]. strategically [BMOF17].


Streibig [Ano09b, O'B09a]. strict [GJK+21]. string [NP17]. strucchange [ZLHK02]. Structural

[BKL05, Obe14, PT09, QZLP21, Ros12, ZLHK02, Shi16, Tu21].

Structured [UAK+15, Jon07]. Stuart [O'B09a]. Student [Kan13, Mat13, Mur14, Den13, AHvD09, HJM08]. Student- [AHvD09].

Students [Ald20, GL14, Joc14]. Studies [ADH11, BPB09, Bra03, Eas03, Esp15, Fou09, HSL11, IDE15, KWE+17, KF14, LT16, MF15, NAA17, PC11, Ros10a, SvdLN17, ZFZ10, AY22, FBB20, Har03, HBNS14, HT19, KM01, Lon15, SOD+16, Sha21d, Wan22, Zha11, SL09].

Studio [Gan15b, McG20].

Study [Bü09, HM16, MCM12, PD08, BFGB19, GDBK+21, JV14, YS13, ZGS+18].


Subroutines [BC76, BC77, Las97]. subsequence [BS16]. Subset [MZ08].

Subsets [LAF+17]. Subspace [TKM16].

Suess [Laz11a]. Sufficient [AR14]. Suffix [GR16].

Suite [Alm10, LH14, Sha21, Suji].

Sujit [Sha23a]. SUMMA [AVS20]. Summary [SH17]. Sums [FDGD16]. Sung [Sta05].

Superheat [BY18]. Supervised [BD18, Cui11, LIL+15]. Supplement [Sta92b, Sta95g].

Supply [The99]. Support


Terry [Fi05, TF12]. Test [Bat15, NAA17, Ver18, CPB+23]. Testing [CFHGBK11, GFC12, JJJ14, Kin20a, Lup09, MR12, Rob18, ZLHK02, ATYK20, GEV18, HRSN14, PSM+11, Tae14, Tei22, Gro18c]. Tests [BPSS09, Ber10, FS10a, FO15, HH14, JKvT+14, LT16, LRRACSGH14, LX12, MVS13, PJS17, Ros10b, Wee10, Wel18, ZFZ10, dSJDvSF14, AFM22, FFM09, GH18, JY14, Yan17]. texreg [Lei13]. Text [FHM08, HMR+13, Iac15, Joc14, MUN14a, Sei17, SR16, TFH12, KF10]. texcat [HMR+13]. Texts [Ra14, Bos09]. Textual [BB18, Rei19, Ben21, San19]. tgd [PDH16].
Two-Sample [MVS13]. Two-Stage [MMB15, KK22]. Two-Way [Men13].
Two-Zone [MBR11]. Type [FO15, FM18a, MBT]. TYPEical [MBT]. Types [RG07, TGKV20].

UK [Rao14, Smi17]. UKCensusAPI [Smi17]. UK£ [Cur18]. Ultrahigh [SF18].
Ultrasound-Dimensional [SF18]. Unbiased [PG15, KK22]. Uncertain [BSVT12].
Unconstrained [LC10]. Understanding [Kur19, SA01, Vid22, Hos22a, Lu02, Mor03].
Unfolding [LBW18]. Unified [BBG16, Han07b, Lal17, SYC08]. uniform [Dev86, Fog17, OOSM18]. Unifying [NV11].
Unit [LRN18a, BLC, Lur09]. Unit-Based [LBC]. United [BL14b].
Univariate [FBC07, Sha22b, GS19, Hos22a, LF15, RK20]. Universal [MC97]. University [Pod18, Ree19, MN69].
UNIX [KVC98, Mil98, Mil00]. Unknown [VV16]. Unleasing [LR15]. unmarked [FC11].
Unsupervised [AVS20, LIL]. untb [Han07b]. unweighted [GH18, GHN19].
Urdinez [Lip21c]. Urn [Han07a]. USA [Tu21, Mil15b]. UScensus2000 [Ahn10].
USD [Gle16a, Grö15a, Grö16, Hel15, How16b, Kha16, Mat15, Mat16a, Rus15, Zei16]. Use [HBQ04, SA15, Spa17, VYD12, Ca06, Fil08, GV19]. Useful [RG07, Cad13].
User [AB12, Fos05b, HL09, KVC98, LL10, Mat85, Sta92b, Sta93j, Mat16a, Mil00, RFKM12, SLS12, Sta93k, Sta95e, Sta97c, Sta98b, VML12, WHL18, Mil98, Mil02, OS95, Shi16, Sta95f]. Users [LA19, NV11, WDT12, Mue09, MH10, NPP18, Tav17, Ano09c, Gol11, Mai12, Ree09, Sau11, Voe09].
Using [All11b, Ano06b, Ano06a, Ano12b, Ano13, Arm19, BS15, Bar18, BFRP13, BB12, BLM15, Bl014, BPSC14, Bos12, BCAB07, BHW11, Bür17, Cap19, CG15, Car13, CP11a, Cha08b, CP12, Che11, CGC11, Cie15, CLL17, Dav95, DHM11, Dav07, Dav03, DN17, DB18, Di12, Doe06, DM18, Dre19, DPSH18, Eas03, EJ13, Esp15, Eva11, EH06, FDGD16, Fie12, GKD14, GLC15, Grö10, Grö15b, Gut11, HD18, Han13a, HB92, Hel15, Hil06, Hil10, HK11, HK15, How16b, Hu09, IDE15, KMC12, Kas16, Kha17, Kim95, KF14, Ko95a, KY10, Kuh08, Kus03, LPLPD14, LW16, LRN18a, Lei10, Len09, LB12b, LHA15, Lu18, Lun02, Lun07b, Mai11, Mai14b, MMB15, MB15, Mar07, MBM18, MS11, Mil15b, MP06, MTvdM15, Mor03, Ng06, Ng11, Num13, Num20, O’Bo08, O’Bo09a].
Using [Oom13, Otn17, PB15, Pla12, Pla19, QZLP21, RH02, RC96, Rec10, Ric11, RS05, Riz16, RMG12, Sab19, San10a, San11, SIR12, SZ11, SCK95, Sco11, Sco13a, She11, SS19b, SS92, SR16, SP10, Str10, SM07, TV11, TKM15, TM05, TR14, Tyn16, Unw13a, Veh13, Ver05, Ver14, Wee10, Wie04, Wil14a, Wol94, Wol99, XM10, Ya10, ZQS16, Zie00, Zie02a, Zie02b, ZML16, dLM09b, dLM09c, Aij17, Ano03b, AY22, Asq14, Bas18, Beh12, BC11, CP11b, Cra02, Cra05, Cra15, Dan18, Dévé09, Dia18, DJS14, Drá12, Er12, Eve94, ERH01, Eve02, FMF12, Fin14, Fir03, FBRNG21, For20, Fri16, GZ21a, GB13, GSB19, GH10+5, Gle16b, GL15, Har03, HCSH15, HT19, HMRS14, Hu21, LHP11, JMR14, Ke10, KK22, KM01, Lab12, Lon15, Måc07, MB03].
using [Man03, MC18, Mir14, NW21, OOSM18, OS81, OJMR09, PH16, PFT12, PK12, RN17, RKY11, Ro09, SMHBR06, SA01, Sel98, Sha22b, Sha21c, SWCP20, SMM12, Sta05, Tak12, TPAM07, Ti96, TNM17, Tu21, Tur18, Val09, Vin08, Vin10, WTB15, XYC22, Yan95, ZMV18,
ZHL11, ZM09, Ano06c, Gou05, Grö15a,
Hou07, Kos15, Pol11c, Smi06, Wan16.
Usual [PZK+12]. Utilities [Den16, OS95].

V [Doe06, Mai10, Spa17]. V. [Hoe09, Li11].
Validating [CAA15]. Validation
[BPDD08, CH18, JKVt+14, KO06, Yan95].
Valiente [Lab12]. Value
[CNA16, GK16, HS18, MMB15, BFA14].
Values [MF15]. VAR [Pfa08b]. Variable
[CS12, HMS16, LLI1, LBC+16, ND12,
RJH14, Riz06, Sch11, SR18, TMW18, WF12].
Variables
[Bon18, CC08a, CKSLS12, BF17, Zag18].
variance [GS19]. variate [Dev86].
variation [Bor16b]. vars [Pfa08b]. Varying
[RC17, TR14, Hel22]. VAT [Cox05]. vdg
[SIRC16]. vdmR [Fuj17]. Vector
[AE21, KMH06, Mur09a, NL12, Tie09].
Vectorization [WPW15]. vectors
[CHR14, GMF18]. Venables
[Abr97, Arg98, Fer02, Jam96, Zie01b].
Venturini [Tu21]. Verdooren
[AA12, Kri20]. verification [AY22]. Verlag
[Abr97, Da19, Har03, Hof15, How16b,
Mat15, Mat16a, Rus15, Zei16]. versatile
[MS23]. Version
[Ano09, Cha95, GT10, HL04, HL05, Mat85,
R D11a, R D11c, R D11d, R D11e, R D11f,
R D11g, Sta93d, Sta93f, Sta93i, Sta93k,
Sta95d, Sta95e, Sta95g, Sta95b, Mil02,
RRSPT14, VS02, Ven04]. Versions
[Mil00]. Vertex [HL07]. vertical [Gav10].
Verzani [Ano06c, Hou07, Smi06]. Via
[IDE15, AWBM18, AM14, BBGL17, Fil08,
Fus22, Gra16, IK20, KNI16, KF14, Lip20b,
ML13, MP06, PW18, SKD22, SCS13,
SWHJ17, So07, WMS17, Wan13]. view
[Ger94, Mat94]. Views [The99]. Vignettes
[Lei03]. Vikram [Hof15]. VIM [KT16].
Vine [BS13]. Violators [dLHM09]. virus
[TNM17]. Visas [The99]. Visual
[BCS96, Fuj17]. Visualisation
[Hüs18, Rah17]. Visualisierungsbeispiele
[Rah14]. Visualization
[Agr16, Fer11, FM16, GGK10, Gro08, Kra07,
Kuh10, Mü16, Nor08, OHD17, PU13,
Sha21a, Wil14a, Coe18, Fri16, Kle09, LB21,
MCS14, Mir14, Sar08, Aj17].
Visualizations
[BM19, Die21, Ger20, Tan18]. Visualize
[Mil17b, WG17]. Visualizing
[BY18, BKT14, Cle93, FFM09, GRMS11,
Gio09, Kie08, Lee18, LM03, MBT+20,
Tyn16, BLW12, Tur18]. VNM [HWY18].
Volatility [Kas16]. vollstandigen [Kra97].
Volume
[TW11, VR99, VR00a, SS18a, SS18b]. Votes
[PLLC11]. vrmlgen [GGK10]. vtreat
[MZ18].
W [Abr97, All11b, Arg98, Bai11, Den98,
Die21, Doe06, Doe10, Fer02, Gut11, Hly09,
Jam96, Nor09, Ros00, Sha21c, Zie01a,
Lip21b, Lip21c]. W. [Ven10]. Walker
[Oli10a, Sch09, Hel22]. Walter [Lu18].
Wand [Nun20]. Wang [Fis06, Ano03a,
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